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1. INTRODUCTION

Let.f7, [['[1 be a real normed linear space, and let CPI' CP2," _, CPn be n linearly
independent elements of .f7. For each a = (al,a2'" _,an) E En' the (real)
Euclidean n-space, let P", = al CPl + a2 CP2 + ... + ancpn.

For each givenfE.f7, the problem of finding an element P",* such that

for all a E En'

is called the best approximation (b.a.) problem, and a corresponding solution
is called a best approximation to F.

The existence of a solution to the b.a. problem is well known (see e.g. [3]).
However, the question ofuniqueness is more complex. If the norm in question
is strictly convex, then each F E .f7 has a unique b.a. The Lp norms, 1 < p < CiJ,

are strictly convex; however, the important L I and Loo norms are not.
Haar [5] proved the following theorem, which helped to answer the question

of uniqueness for the uniform norm.

THEOREM 1.1 (Haar). Let the compact set Dc Ek contain at least n distinct
points. A necessary and sufficient condition that a unique solution exist to the
best uniform approximation problem for each given FE C(D), is that the
functions {cp;} satisfy the follOWing property:

(1) P'" = 27=1 a;cp; vanishes in at most n - 1 distinct points of D, unless
al = a2 = ... = an = O.

Property (1) is equivalent to:

(2)

CPl(XI) CP2(XI)
CPl(X2) CP2(X2)

CP,.(Xl)

CPn(X2) '1= 0

cp,.(xn)

for every set Xl,X2," "Xnofdistinct points of D.
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DEFINITION 1.2. A family of real-valued functions cPl>cP2'" .,cPn is called a
Chebyshev system on D, ifand only ifthey satisfy property (1) (or, equivalently,
property (2» of Theorem 1.1.

Remark. If D* cD and {cPi} is a Chebyshev system on D, then it is also a
Chebyshev system on D*.

Remark. If {rPi} is a Chebyshev system on D (containing at least n distinct
points), then it is a linearly independent system on D.

Mairhuber [7J established necessary and sufficient conditions for a set D to
serve as the domain of definition of a Chebyshev system.

THEOREM 1.3 (Mairhuber). A compact set Dc Ek> containing at least npoints,
may serve as the domain ofdefinition ofa nontrivial (n ~ 2) Chebyshev system of
real-valued continuous functions cPI' cP2' ..•, cPm ifand only if D is homeomorphic
to a closed subset ofthe circumference ofa circle.

Therefore, with the exception of the two cases cited in the above theorem,
the best uniform approximation problem has a non-unique solution for some
FE C(D).

Chebyshev sets also playa significant role in the question of uniqueness of
a bestL I approximation (see e.g. [11]). However, the primary goal ofthis paper
is to define and investigate a Chebyshev-like approximation which possesses
the property of uniqueness for all FE C(D). We shall call this approximation
the product Chebyshev approximation. We simultaneously define product
approximations for all of the Lp norms, 1 ;;; p ;;; 00.

The primary virtue of uniqueness is one of communication. We can speak
of "the" best uniform or "the" least squares approximation to F. Secondly,
uniqueness will often facilitate the algorithm (s) used to find an approximation.

2. THE PRODUCT Lp APPROXIMATIONS TO A CONTINUOUS FUNCTION

Let D denote the rectangle [a, b] x [c, d], a < b, c < d, and let FE C(D).
For eachy E [c,d], define the continuous function Fy on [a,b], by

Fy{-)=F(·,y).

Let cPt> cP2' ...,cPn be a Chebyshev system of continuous real-valued functions
on [a,b]. Let 11'11 be anyone oftheLp norms on [a, b], 1 ;;; p ;;; 00. Let <cPl> cP2"'"
cPn> denote the linear space spanned by cPI' cP2'"'' cPn.

For each y E [c, d], there exists (even whenp = 1) a unique "polynomial"

which is the best II' [I approximation to Fy on [a, b].
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We will show that the functions ak ),j = 1,2, .. .,n, are continuous on [c,d].
Hence, if flo f2" .. , fm is a system of real-valued continuous functions on
[c, d], then each aj possesses, among all linear combinations of the fs,
a b.a. on [c,d].

For each y E [c,d], let

p(y) = min !IFy - P"II = !lFy - p,,(y)l
(xEEn

THEOREM 2.1. Thefunction p(.) is continuous on [c,d].

Proof Given any E > 0, by the uniform continuity of F on D, there exists a
8 = 8(E) > 0 such that

y and Yl E [c, d] =>

forn= 1,2, ....

p(y) - P(YI) = IlFy- P,,(y)!-IIFY1 - p"(Yl)1

~ IIFy-p"(YI):I- ilFYI -p,,(Yl):

~ IIFy- FyII! < E.

Similarly, P(Yl) - p(y) ~ !!FYI - Fyll = I!Fy- FYI I! < E.

Throughout this paper a will denote the usual Euclidean metric on the space
in question.

THEOREM 2.2. Let X, 11'11 be a normed linear space and let F, eplo ep2"'" epn E X
For each GC= (aI' a2,' .. ,an) E En let P" = 2? ai epi' Let p = inf"EEn and

A* = {a E En::1F - P,,!! = p}.

Given any E > 0, there exists a 0 = 8(E) > °such that

iIF-P"II~p+8=>a(a;A*)= inf a(a;a*)<E.
:X*EA*

Proof A* is a nonempty compact set. The function R defined by R(a) =
- P"il is continuous on Ell"

Assume that there exists a sequence {an} such that R(an) ~ p + O/n) and
a(an;A*);;;; E. Let = M. Then,

IIP""II ~ IIFI! + IIF-P"nli
1

~M+p+-~M+p+l,
n

Therefore, the sequence {a;: i= 1,2, ...} is bounded (see, e.g., [6], p. 16).
Let a be any limit point of{aJ Then R(a) ~ p, which implies a E A*. However,
a(an;A*);;;; E for n = 1,2, ... , implying 0 = a(a;A*);;;; E.

28
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THEOREM 2.3. The function 0:('), defined at the beginning of this section, is
continuous on [c,d].

Proof Let Yl be a point of [c, d] and let E > O. Let 8> 0 be such that
ilFYI - P",II < P(Yl) + 8 =>- a(oc; O:(Yl» < E. By the uniform continuity of F on
D and ofp(.) on [c,d], there exists a 81 > 0 such that ify E [c,d] and 1 Y - Yll <
01' then IIFY1 - Fyll < 8/2 and Ip(y) - p(Yl)1 < 8/2. For such a Y, we have

[!FYI - P IX(y)11 ~ [IFY1 - Fyll + IIFy - P IX(y)1!
8

< 2+ p(Y)

~ P(Yl) + 8,

and, therefore, a(O:(Y);O:(Yl» < E.

COROLLARY. The functions ai'), j = l, 2, ... , n, as defined at the beginning of
this section, are continuous on [c, d].

Let!f;b !f;2"'" !f;m be a Chebyshev system ofcontinuous real-valued functions
on [c,d].

DEFINITION 2.4. Let

m

Q"'j = L aij!f;b
i~l

-1 ~ Y ~ 0,
o<y ~ 1,

be the unique bestLp approximation to ak), for} = 1,2, . .. ,n.
The function

is called the product L p approximation to F on D relative to the variable y.

We can similarly define the product L p approximation to F on D relative to
the variable x. The following example illustrates that these two approximations
may be distinct.

EXAMPLE 1. Let D = [-1,1] x [-1,1],

F( ) = {-2YX
2 + Y,

x,Y - 2yx,

and let n = m = 1, epl(X) == 1, !f;l(Y) == 1.
Then the best uniform approximation to Fy{- ) on [-1, 1] is P"'(Y)( • ) == 0, and

the product Lex; approximation to Fan D relative to y is TA(x,y) == 0.
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Similarly we find that the product La; approximation to F on D relative to x

is T.8(x,y) == (2 - V2)/4.
Product La; approximations will be called product Chebyshev (P.e.)

approximations. Throughout the remainder of this paper, P.C. approxima
tions will mean P.e. approximations relative to the variable y.

Remark. If TA is the product Lp approximation to F on D, and ,\ is any real
number, then ATA is the product L p approximation to IIF on D.

Remark. If FoAx) == 2:i~1 a;* fi(x) is the best L p approximation to F(x) on
[a,b], and Q/l*(Y) == 2j~j b/ ifi;(y) is the best L p approximation to G(y) on
[c,d], then Fa*(x)Q/l*(Y) is the product L p approximation to H(x,y)==
F(x)G(y) on D = [a,b] x [c,d].

Remark. If fj(x) and ifij(Y) are nonzero constants, and ifFa*(x) and QB*(Y)
are as in the last Remark, thenPa*(x) + QjJ*(Y) is theproductLp approxim~tion
to H(x,y) == F(x) + G(y) on D = [a,b] x [c,d].

The following counter-example illustrates the necessity of the inclusion of a
nonzero constant in each of the systems {fj}, {tf;i} in this Remark.

EXAMPLE 2. Let D = [1,2] x [1,2] and let

H(x,y) == x + y, n = I,m = 2, flex) == x,

ifiiy) ==y.

Then {fi} is a trivial Chebyshev system on [1,2], since ajX = 0 can have no
solutions in [1,2], unless aj = O.

For each y E [1,2], Pa(ylx) == (l + -ty)x, and therefore the P.e. approxima
tion to H on D is TA(x,y) == (1 + iy)x.

The best uniform approximation to F(x) == x on [1,2] is P"Ax) ==X, and the
best uniform approximation to G(y) == yon [1,2] is Q/l*(Y) = y. However,

Pa*(x) + Q/l*(y) == x + y ;E TA(x,y).

Similarly, if Hand D are as above and n = 2, m = 1, TI(X) == 1, f2(x) == x,
fl(Y) == y, then

3. COMPUTATION OF THE PRODUCT CHEBYSHEV ApPROXIMATION

Throughout the remainder of this paper, our attention is restricted to the
uniform norm.
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let D c Ek and let G map D into E I . A point Xo E Dis
called a positive (negative) extremal or an e+ (e-) point for G if G(xo) =

SUPD IG(x)/ (G(xo) = -SUPD [G(x)I)·
The best uniform approximation is characterized by the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.2. Let {Ti} be a Chebyshev system of continuous functions on an
interval D = [a, b] (-CJ) < a < b < w). Then Pex is the best uniform approximation
to a continuous F on D ifand only if there are n + 1 points x I < X2 < ... < x n+ I

in D, which are alternately e+ and e-pointsfor F - Pet.
Note that this characteristic point set need not be unique.
The linear system

P,,(xi) + (-l)i p = F(Xi)' i=1,2, ... ,n+l,

can be solved for IX = (al,a2'" .,an) and p. Therefore, by finding a characteristic
point set, one can obtain the b.a.

One iterative procedure which seeks to find the b.a. by finding such a point
set, is the Remez exchange algorithm. The convergence of this procedure is
outlined in Remez [10] and proved in Novodvorskii and Pinsker [8]. Ver
dinger [17] shows that if F is differentiable, then the rate of convergence is
quadratic.

We can now describe the first product Chebyshev algorithm.

Algorithm 1. (1) Choose some finite point set Y c [c, d].
(2) For each y E Y, use the Remez exchange algorithm to find p,,(y), the

best uniform approximation in <<PI> 4>2"'" <Pn> to Fy on [a, b].
(3) For each j = 1,2, ... ,n, use the Remez exchange algorithm to find

(2,,1' the best uniform approximation in <!fl' !f2"'" !fm> to a/') on Y.
The function TA = 2j~1 Q"j<Pj is the P.C. approximation to F on jj =

[a,b] x Y.
We wish to know how close are TA and TA , the P.C. approximation to F on

D = [a,b] x [c,d].

THEOREM 3.3 (Rivlin and Cheney [13]). Let M be a finite-dimensional sub
space ofC(D) and let F be an element ofC(D) which has a unique best approxi
mation P,,* in M. For any Y c DIet P"y denote a b.a. to F from M on the set
Y. Then as

Oy = maxa(x; Y) = maxinf a(x;y) -+ 0,
XED XED YEY

P"y -+ P ,,* uniformly.
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Given any E > 0, by Theorem 3.3 we can choose Y c [c,d] such that Oy is
sufficiently small to have

max IQ"'j(Y) - Q",iY) [ < E (n max IcPix)I)-l,
YE[C, d] XE[a, b]

Hence, IITA - TAil", = [!jt (Q"'j - Q",j)cPjt

forj= 1,2, ... ,n.

n

;2; 2: max IQ",iY)- Q",/y)! max IcPix)!
~l~~~ =~~

=E.

Therefore, if Yis chosen such that Oy is sufficiently small, then TA provides a
good estimate for TAo

A Fortran V program for Algorithm 1, using double precision arithmetic,
was written for the Univac 1108 computer with the following results (Table 1).

In each example, D = [-1,1] x [-1,1],

Y= {-l.00,-.98,-.96, ... , l.OO}, iJ = [-1,1] x Y,

cPl(X) == 1, cP2(X) == x, , cPn(x) == xn
-

1
,

lfl(Y) == 1, lf2(Y) == Y, , 1f;m(Y) = ym-l,

and Norm denotes the number

IIF- TAil", = max IF(x,y) - TA(x,y)!.
D

For economy of space, Norm is given only for several of the larger choices of
n andm.

In Algorithm 1, P ",(y), the b.a. to Fy , must be found for each Y EO Y. By the
continuity of 0(;('), for y sufficiently close to Yb P",(y) will provide a good initial
guess for P"'(YI)' More directly connected with the Remez exchange algorithm,
we shall show that a set of characteristic extremals for FYI P"'(YI) will often
provide a good initial guess for a characteristic point set for Fy - P",(y).

DEFINITION 3.4. Let R be the continuous function defined on D by

Hence,

R(x,y) = Fix) - P"'{Ylx).

p(y) = max IR(x,Y)I.
XE[a, b]
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TABLE 1

1
F(x,y) = x+ y+ 3

(a) n = m = 3, TA(x,y) = .33162 - .11665x + .03721x2 - .11658y + .11235xy-
.07081x2y + .03726y2 - .07085xy2+ .06057x2y2, Norm = .46090-01.

(b) n = m = 4, Norm = .12637-01.

(c) n = m = 5, Norm = .34346-02.

(d) n = m = 6, Norm = .91519-03.

1
F(x,y) = 10' n = m = 6, Norm = .19451-07.

x+y+

F(x,y) = v'x+y+3

(a) n = m = 2, TA(x,y) = 1.70563 + .30073x + .30076y - .05701xy, Norm =

.47135-01.

(b) n = m = 3, Norm = .64898-02.

(c) n = m = 4, Norm = .11031-02.

(d) n = m = 5, Norm = .20864-03.

(e) n = m = 6, Norm = .42162-04.

F(x,y) = v'x + Y + 10, n = m = 6, Norm = .17133-07.

F(x,y) = eXY

(a) n = m = 3, TA(x,y) = 1.00140 - .00687x2+ 1.09731xy - 1.09603y2+ .55404x2 y2,
Norm = .83359-01.

(b) n = m ~ 4, Norm = .10830-01.

(c) n = m = 5, Norm = .10982-02.

(d) n = m = 6, Norm = .91866-04.

F(x,y) = e2XY, n = m = 6, Norm = .67907-02.

F(x,y) = sin (xy)

(a) n = m = 2 and II = m = 3, TA(x,y) = .9101Oxy, Norm = .68634-01.

(b) n = m = 4 and n = m = 5, TA(x,y) = 1.00077xy - .00312x3y - .00313xy3
.15402x3y3, Norm = .96828-03.

(c) n = m = 6 and II = m = 7, TA(x,y) = 1.00000xy + .00002x3Y - .00004x' y +
.00002xy3 - .16681x3y3 + .00029x' y3 ~ .00004xy' + .00029x3y' + .00774x' ys,
Norm = .59600-05.

F(x, y) = sin (2xy), n = m = 6 and n = m = 7, TA(x,y) = 1.99977xy + .00195x3y 
.00416x' y + .00195xy3 - 1.34949x3y3 + .03403x' y3 - .00416xy' +
.03403x3y' + .19606x5 y', Norm = .69531-03.
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DEFINITION 3.5. For each Y E [c, d], let

E(y) = {x E [a,b]: !R(x,y)\ = p(yn,

the set of all extremals for Fy -- P<x(y)'

E(y) is a non-empty compact subset of [a,b].

DEFINITION 3.6. For each Y E [c,d], and each E > 0, set

E(y).={xE[a,b]:!x-e!<E forsome eEE(y)}.

THEOREM 3.7. Given an E> 0 and a YI E [c,d], there exists a 0 = <S(E'Yl) > 0
such that y E [c,d] and Iy - YII < <S => E(y) c E(YI)..

Proof If E(YI).:::> [a,b], then the theorem is true trivially. If not, let

M = max !R(X,YI)! < P(YI) = Pl'
xe[a, b]-E(y 1)(

By the uniform continuity of R on D, there exists a

such that
PI-J}f

\R(x,y) - R(X'YI)j < ~2---'

for all x E [a,b] and ally E [c,d] with jy - YII < O. Then

I j
pI-M M+PI

max R(x,y) <M+--=----.
xE[a,b]-E(Yl). 2 2

Also,
xEE(YI), yE[c,dJ, jY-YI!<O

I I PI - M PI - M M + PI
~-IR(x,y) > R(x'YI)I-~2--=PI-~2---=~2--'

M+PI
=> p(y) > -2-'

Therefore, x E [a,b] - E(YI). => x 1= E(y).

COROLLARY. IfePI(X) == 1, ePix) == x, ... , ePn(x) == xn- I and if
on+!
oxn+l F(x, y)
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exists and is =I °throughout D, then there are n + 1 continuous functions
xk),xz(-), ... ,Xn+I(·), such that for each yE[c,d], xI(y)<xiy)< ...
< Xn+l(y) is the unique set ofn + 1 alternating extremalsfor Fy - p",(y).

Proof Since
an+1 dn+1

oxn+l F(x,y) = d:>.-ll+I Fix) =I 0,

Fy -p",(y) has exactly n + 1 extremals for each y E [c,d]. Theorem 3.7 com
pletes the proof.

In general, if Fy - P",(y) has exactly n + 1 extremals for each y E [c, d], then
the conclusion of the Corollary holds.

Theorem 3.7 and its Corollary suggest that for y sufficiently close to YI, a set
of n + 1 alternating extremals for FYI - P",(yj) might be a good initial guess in
the Remez exchange algorithm to find P",(y).

Algorithm 2. (l) Choose some finite point set

(2) Use the Remez exchange algorithm to find P",(yj)' the best uniform
approximation in <~I> ~2"'" ~n> to FYI on [c, d].

(3) Choose a set of n + I alternating extremals for FYi _ 1 - P"'(Yi-I) as an
initial guess for a corresponding point set in the Remez exchange algorithm to
find P"'(Yil' i = 2,3, ... ,N.

(4) Use the Remez algorithm to find (l",p the best uniform approximation in
<0/1> 0/2,"" o/m> to ai') on Y.

A Fortran V program for Algorithm 2, using double precision arithmetic,
was written for the Univac 1108 computer. Several examples were run, using
this program and the corresponding program for Algorithm 1. Some of the
comparative times are tabulated below. In each case, the resulting approxima
tion was identical for both programs.

As before, in each example D = [-1,1] x [-1,1],

Y = {-1.00,-.98, ... , 1.00}, D=[-l,l]xY,

and

The tabulated times are in seconds.
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TABLE 2

Function n m Time of Algorithm 1 Time of Algorithm 2

1
4 4 46.245 22.712

x+y+3
5 5 48.321 22.989
6 6 51.586 25.207

vx+y+3 4 4 50.408 23.409
5 5 52.256 20.062
6 6 52.619 29.639

eXY 6 6 59.323 46.450

e2xy 6 6 84.194 57.003

4. THE DEGREE OF APPROXIMATION

In this section it is shown that each FE C(D) .can be approximated arbi
trarily close by a P.C. approximation of sufficiently high degrees nand m.

DEFINITION 4.1. Let .%, 11'11 be a normed linear space. A sequence {(M in §"
is called fundamental if and only if the span of {cp) is dense in .%.

EXAMPLE 3. l,x,x2, ... is fundamental in C[O, l}.

EXAMPLE 4. l,sinx,cosx,sin2x,cos2x, ... is fundamental in C2m the space
of continuous functions of one real variable, with period 271".

DEFINITION 4.2. {CPi} is called a Markoffsystem on [a, b] ifevery initial segment
{cpt> CP2'" .,CPk} is a Chebyshev system on [a,b].

THEOREM 4.3. Let {cpj} be a Markoffsystem on (a,b],fundamental in C(a,b],
and let {lfi} be a Markoff system on [c,d], fundamental in C[c,d]. Given an
E > 0 and an FE C(D) (where D = (a,b] x [c,d]) there exists an N = N(E) and
for each n > N(E) there exists a corresponding M = M(E,n), such that n > N
andm > M·~ IIF- TAil < E, where TAis theP.C. approximation to Fon D, and
11'11 is the uniform norm on D.

Proof

max IF(x,y) -p"'(Ylx)1 = max {maxJF,(x) -p",(y)(x)J} = max p(y).
D YE[C, d] XE[a, b] YE(C, d]

29
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By the uniform continuity of p(') on [c, d], there exists aD> 0, such that

YJ,Y2 E [c,d] and

Let k be the largest integer j such that 2jD ;;; d - c. Let Y = {Yo,YJ, .. "Yk}'
where Yj = C +2jD,j = 0, 1, .. .,k.

Since {4>j} is fundamental in C[a,b], given any E > 0, for each i = 1,2, .. .,k,
there exists an N i such that

n > Ni => P(Yi) = max /Fy/x) - p"'(Yilx )I< E/4,
xE[a,b]

where p"'(YoC·) is the b.a. in <4>10 4>z, ... , 4>n) to Fy/') on [a, b].
Set N = max(NJ,Nz, ... ,Nk ). Then

n > N => P(Yi) < E/4, for i= 1,2, ... ,k.

Given any y E [c, d], there exists a corresponding Yi E Y such that IY - Yi I< D,
which implies

p(y) < P(Yi) + E/4 < E/2.

Therefore,
n > N => max p(Y) < E/2.

YE[c,d]

Since 4>1' 4>z, ... ,4>n is a Chebyshev system on [a,b], II4>ill > °forj = 1,2, ,17.
Since {ifii} is fundamental in C[c,d], given any E > 0, for eachj = 1,2, ,n

there exists an M j such that

m > M j => max laiy) - Q",/y)I< E/[2nll4>J],
YE[c,d]

where Q"'jO is the best uniform approximation in <ifiJ, ifiz, ..., ifim) to ak)
on [c,d].

Set M = max (MI , M 2 , ••• , Mn). Then

n

m>M=>maxIP",(y)(x)-TA(x,y)1 =maxl2: (aiy)- Q",/y)) 4>ix) I
D D j~1

n

;;; 2: max laiy) - Q",/y)I max I4>ix)I
j=1 YE[c,d] xE[a,b]
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Therefore,

n> Nand m > M => IIF - TAil = max \F(x,y) - TA(x,y)1
D

COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses ofTheorem 4.3, there exists an N = N(E)
and for each n > N(E) there exists a corresponding M = M(E,n) such that
n > N andm > M => IITA-PA"II < E, where

is a b.a. to F on D.

Proof Let Nand M be, respectively, Nand M of Theorem 4.3, but with €

replaced by E/2. Then

n > Nand m > M => IITA-PA"II ~ i1F- TAil + IIF-PA"II

~ 2I1F-TA ll

E
< 22= E.

At the present time there is no known effective scheme for computing a best
uniform approximation to a function of two variables. Present research is
being directed towards schemes somewhat like the Remez exchange algorithm.
A good initial guess is needed if such an iterative procedure is to converge,
and if the computation time is to be reasonably short. Theorem 4.3 and its
Corollary suggest that the product Chebyshev approximation might be a good
initial guess for a best uniform approximation.

5. THE PRODUCT CHEBYSHEV ApPROXIMATION TO A CONTINUOUS FUNCTION OF

THREE OR MORE VARIABLES

For simplicity ofnotation, attention is restricted to the case ofthree variables.
Let D = [a,b] x [c,d] x [e,f] , where a < b, c < d, and e <f, and let

FE C(D).
For each (y, z) E [c, d] x [e,f], define the continuous function Fl" z on

[a,b] by
Fl', k) = F( ·,y,z).
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Let 1Jb 1J2"'" 1Jn be a Chebyshev system ofcontinuous real-valued functions
on [a, b]. Let 1I'lIp be anyone of the L p norms, 1 ~ p ~ 00.

For each (y,z) E [c,d] x [e,f], there exists a unique "polynomial"

which is the best II' lip approximation to Fy,z on [a,b].
For each (y,z) E [c,d] x [e,f], let

p(y,z) = minllFy,z -Pallp •
CXEEn

The following extensions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 are straightforward.

THEOREM 5.1. p(y,z) is continuous on [c,d] x [e,f].

THEOREM 5.2. oc(y,z) is continuous on [c,d] x [e,f].
Let {if;i} and {Ok} be Chebyshev systems of continuous real-valued functions

on [c,d] and [e,f], respectively.

DEFINITION 5.3. Let TaJ be theproductLp approximation to ai') on [c,d] x
[e,f] relative to z, for j = 1,2, ...,n.

The function TA = 2j=1 TaJ 1Jj is called the product L p approximation to
F on D, relative to y,Z.

The product Lp approximation depends on the order in which the variables
are specified, as in Example 1 of Section 3.

The product L p approximation is extended to continuous functions F
defined on a more general set D, in (18].
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